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1. Full name of program to be shelved.
   MS in Integrated Geospatial Technology (TGT)

2. Final term program will be open for new admits.
   Fall/2024

3. Plan to complete all enrolled students and any returning students.
   They will be able to pursue the MS in Integrated Geospatial Technology.

4. Reason for shelving
   The program had been primarily dependent on one faculty member who departed the University in August 2021. Although the program is now supported by a tenure-track faculty member, the program is still primarily dependent on one faculty member.

   Additionally, the program faculty found that four out of five R1 (2021) universities (Purdue University, Ohio State University, Oregon State University, University of Colorado Denver) who have geospatial/geomatics graduate program house those programs within Civil Engineering Departments. Therefore, students pursue a Master of Science in Civil Engineering, and the area of emphasis is geospatial/geomatics. The one exception program faculty found was the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at University of Houston, which offers Master of Science in Geosensing instead of Master of Science in Civil Engineering.

5. Financial Impact
   As the program pathway will still exist, the change is not likely to decrease program enrollment. In fact, mimicking the most common practices at R1 universities may help enrollment as students are accustomed to looking in Civil Engineering MS degrees for this graduate program option.
   The elimination of the program reduces advertising costs of the program, reduces the number of graduate programs in the department needing graduate program reviews, and streamlines graduate program accreditation activities. The MSCE program currently requires all program students to complete a CEE 57XX course and the geospatial faculty have deemed the courses appropriate for geospatial engineering students. The CEGE Graduate Program director can support the program and seek guidance from geospatial engineering faculty when needed. This reduction in program overhead should allow faculty to spend more time on research and teaching, which can benefit the quality of the program, having a positive financial impact on the university.